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Specifications

LOAD IMPEDENCE: 32Ω

FREQUENCY RANGE: 22Hz-20KHz

POWER SUPPLY: Lithium battery or USB cable

AUDIO SOURCE: iPhone, iPad, Smartphone, Notebook, MP3, MP4

FUNCTION SPECS: Bluetooth, Microphone, Active Noise Cancelling

SIZE: 166x92x181mm.

MOVSSOU E7 has advanced active noise cancellation technology; Less noise, more clarity. It has remarkable
clarity, the listener can hear every word, note, and song. The ANC feature can cancel out a wide range of low and
mid frequency noises, such as the aircraft environment and automobile engines, so you can focus on what you
want to hear, whether you’re on a long-haul trip or commuting to work.
It has Exceptional Call Quality. The built-in microphone works in tandem with powerful audio signal processing
technologies. All of your phone conversations will be crisper with the E7 Active Noise Cancelling headphones.
While on the phone, the extra microphone function separates sound.

Performance

It gives Premium Audio Quality. The 45mm drivers reproduce a wide frequency range. At any level, the Bluetooth
headphones will deliver a rich, powerful, and immersive sound, enhancing your entire listening experience.

Design

E7 wireless active noise cancelling headphones combine stylish elegance with great comfort. For a secure fit,
super-soft, pressure-relieving ear pads disperse pressure and maximize ear/pad contact. You’ll hardly know
you’re using over-ear headphones because to their lightweight design.

Battery

A built-in 750mAh battery provides all-day power and a massive 30-hour battery life. You won’t have to worry



about your wireless headphones dying or running out of juice on a lengthy journey.

Controls

Installing Operations



Connect to laptop or computer



Connect by Bluetooth

Turn the switch on the headset to “BT” to activate pairing mode.

The blue LED will flash.

Turn on your device’s Bluetooth function.

Select “Search” or “Discover” devices from the drop-down menu.

Select “E7” from the drop-down menu.

Type the password or PIN 00006 if prompted. Enter the code with the Enter key.

Function Controls



LED Display Functions

Charging

A rechargeable battery is included with the headphones. A USB connection linked to your computer may be used
to charge this. The light below the left button will glow red when it is charging. The item may be operated without
the need for a power source after it has been charged. When you hear the headset emit sequential beep sounds,
charge the device again.

Things to Note

This headphone is intended to be light, small, and long-lasting. It must be handled with caution because it is an

electrical gadget.

It can be damaged by exerting excessive pressure on it or smashing it against other items.

Please do not drop, crush, bend, or apply undue force to your device to avoid harm.

Moisture, excessive or prolonged heat, cold, humidity, or other unfavorable circumstances should not be

exposed to your gadget. Because it is not waterproof, avoid storing it in moist, humid, or wet environments.

Use a gentle cloth or moist chamois leather to clean the device. Solvents should never be used.

Only qualified persons are allowed to open the unit.

Magnets are used in this gadget. To avoid damage or malfunction, keep magnetic field sensitive items such as

credit cards and TV screens away from this device.



PROS

Comfortable

Good feature of Noise cancellation.

Good Bluetooth range.

CONS

Take more time than usual in charging.

Verdict
E7 is a good option of headphone when we want to save our money, E7 gives a trendy look with the trendy
features. You can connect E7 with any of the device. The best feature of E7 headphones is that it can be
connected to any device.

Frequently Asked Questions

How effective is the noise reduction? Is it possible to mow the lawn while wearing these noise-canceling
headphones?Noise cancelling feature is fantastic, even if you aren’t listening to music. If you are listening to
music, you can virtually block out any bothersome external noise, and they are fairly wonderful.

I’m curious about the mic’s quality. Is it suitable for work-related conference calls?
Yes, these are one of the best pair of headphones with good mic in the market.

What is the noise reduction value without playing music?
Noise reduction value is 5.

Do they automatically turn themselves off after a period of non-use or must one turn the power off
manually?
Yes, these E7 headphones turn off when they are not in use, to avoid the battery drainage.

How is the sound when connected to a windows pc?
The sound seems excellent when connected to PC as compared to any mobile phone.
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